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US Futures-World Markets: Mega-cap growth stocks and easy Fed money! That’s what this market does!
(Crab cakes and football! https://bit.ly/3kBck8x ) Can the S&P plow through to a new all-time high? Retail
sales data (released at 8:30) may steer investor sentiment on a slow summer Friday. Trade talks between US
and Chinese officials are set for tomorrow. The tone of the talks seem to be more important than anything
getting accomplished. Yields continue to climb after weak demand at government debt auctions this week.
Here is an explanation https://bit.ly/30Tneyt . Congress left Washington for August recess, which doesn’t
bode well for a stimulus deal. European indices are trading lower across the board. Asia closed mixed, but
China was up +1.2%.S&P Futures vs. Fair Value: -7.10, 10-Yr Yield:
CORE Headlines:
 Top U.S. and Chinese trade officials are expected to recommit to a Phase 1 trade deal during a review
on Saturday, even though China's promised purchases of U.S. exports are far behind schedule.Reuters
 Apple and Google removed popular video game "Fortnite" from their app stores for violating the inapp payment guidelines, prompting developer Epic Games to file federal antitrust lawsuits
challenging their rules.-Reuters
 Google said it would no longer provide data in response to requests from Hong Kong authorities
following the enactment of a new national security law imposed by China.-Reuters (good for Google…
I don’t get to say that often)
 The Trump administration has for the first time confiscated cargo in vessels allegedly loaded with
Iranian fuel in violation of sanctions as Washington steps up its campaign of maximum pressure
against Tehran.-WSJ
 US unemployment claims fell below one million last week for the first time since the coronavirus
pandemic hit America in March, as the deeply wounded labor market continues to regain some
footing.-WSJ
 The US government plans to cover the cost of coronavirus vaccines, which won’t come with copays,
and is working with private health insurers so people won’t pay out of pocket to receive shots.-WSJ
(will you hear this on the news?)
 Maintenance work likely led to the explosion of a large cache of ammonium nitrate that devastated a
large part of Beirut last week, according to a US govt assessment, unleashing public anger at
Hezbollah, Lebanon’s most powerful group.-WSJ
 European countries are re-imposing restrictions and checks on holidaymakers in the region, in
response to rising coronavirus infections among people traveling within the continent.-WSJ
 The US remains a magnet for Chinese tech company initial public offerings despite rising political,
trade and regulatory tensions between Washington and Beijing, and more than 20 Chinese startups
have gone public on the Nasdaq or NYSE this year.-WSJ (They are trying to slap these deals up in case
the faucet gets turned off.)
 Amazon’s plan to spend more than $10B on more than 3,200 Internet-beaming satellites, which won
FCC approval last month, has left industry insiders guessing about which customers the company
plans to serve.-WSJ
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The American Legislative Exchange Council, a conservative think tank, ranked New York’s economic
outlook the worst in the nation as the state tries to recover from the coronavirus pandemic.-NYP (I’m
sure it’s fine.)
The collateral damage from the pandemic continues to hit young adults and black and Latino people
of all ages, who describe rising levels of anxiety, depression and even suicidal thoughts, and increased
substance abuse, according to CDC data.-NYT (someone tell the teacher’s unions)
The US govt seized about $2M in Bitcoin and other types of cryptocurrency from accounts that had
sent or received funds in alleged financing schemes for foreign terrorist organizations including Al
Qaeda, ISIS, and Hamas’ paramilitary arm.-NYT
Israel and the United Arab Emirates reached a historic peace deal that will normalize diplomatic
relations and include an agreement that Israel will suspend the annexation of parts of the occupied
West Bank; The deal makes the UAE only the third Arab state, after Egypt and Jordan, to have
diplomatic ties with Israel.-FT
Amazon is offering employees in Seattle the choice to move to offices in the suburbs. The company
has a poor relationship with Seattle officials over new taxes.-Bberg (good for Amazon… don’t get to
say that often, either)

Interesting Reads/Charts:
 MarketWatch: Are 0% mortgage rates coming? https://on.mktw.net/3kGT6hA
 The Atlantic: Latest Arthur Brooks column on navigating midlife spiritual journey
https://bit.ly/3anrTMd
 Princeton Univ: Clothes instantly change perception of others https://bit.ly/31HGAFS
 Fast Company: How many people are really left-handed? https://bit.ly/2YeS4QD
 The Ringer: How the NFL will change without fractured college football season https://bit.ly/349Yq7F
 Eat This: 10 best ways to lose weight, according to trainer https://bit.ly/3gVuAaa
All charts below from The Daily Shot:
The 10-day moving average of the CBOE’s put/call ratio is at multi-year lows, as complacency
persists.
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This US market recovery has been the fastest on record, with the S&P 500 rising 25% in just 37 days.
The 2009 recovery took three times longer.

Source: Morningstar
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The tech sector generates the highest percentage of international sales, while financials, utilities, and real estate are
more domestically focused.

Source: MarketDesk Research

Banks’ loan provisions point to higher stock market volatility ahead.

Source: Variant Perception

some updates on the labor market.
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• US initial jobless claims continue to moderate.

Source: Oxford Economics
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• Job postings are showing modest improvements.

Source: Barclays Research
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Bloomberg’s consumer sentiment index is rolling over.
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Americans making over $50k/year are losing confidence in the recovery.

Selling prices of homes have failed to keep pace with list prices.

Source: Arbor Research & Trading
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The $26 billion long-bond auction was a bit “sloppy,” pushing the 30yr yield higher.

Source: @lisaabramowicz1

Here are a couple of technical charts.

• The 10yr Treasury yield:

Source: @RMKOutFront
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• The iShares 20+ Yr Treasury ETF (TLT):

This chart shows the performance of various asset classes and investment factors during prior
periods of dollar weakness.

Source: MarketDesk Research
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The interest rate differential between the US and international yields is shrinking.

Source: MarketDesk Research

Tesla’s market value:

Source: @Schuldensuehner
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Manhattan apartment rents:

Source: @markets Read full article

US public school employment:

Source: @bpolitics Read full article
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The percentage of Americans with a side-hustle, by age:

Source: @chartrdaily
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Most popular baby names:
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Source: Nameberry

When reviewing the attached material, it is important to remember that past performance is not
indicative of future results.
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